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1.  Considering the huge amounts of money that the government has poured into 
all sorts of unimportant projects, ___________. 
a) this new railroad construction will cost millions of dollars 
b) next year's budget will be quite unnecessary 
c) they will immediately accept our proposal 
d) ours will be approved immediately for its dimension and importance 
 

2.  People would have more time for leisure activities if only ___________. 
a) their work schedules were shortened 
b) you paid them fair wages 
c) they knew the value of work 
d) the management increased the work hours 

 
3.  ___________, men have often been analyzed quite accurately by the women that 

they have assumed are not bright. 
a) Despite being incapable of analyzing human behavior 
b) Only once in a while 
c) Without their realizing it 
d) Once they have decided  

 
4.  In countries with weak economies and serious social problems, football ________. 

a) is a sport which requires great strength and endurance 
b) makes it possible to escape reality and forget their daily troubles 
c) is less popular than polo, which is the sport of the elite 
d) is a solution to all their problems 

 
5.  ___________ and just then, he remembered that it was a bank holiday. 

a) We had been planning to go to the beach as we had the day off 
b) On the day after Easter, most businesses in England are closed 
c) Larry rushed out of the house and took a taxi directly to his Office 
d) Hank had hoped to travel out of town for the three-day weekend 

 
6.  The sad thing about the fires in Southeast Asia is that more than 90% of them 

are deliberately set, some to clear garden areas, but ___________. 
a) poor farmers can earn a living from them 
b) these countries desperately need industrialization 
c) many by children and adults who simply want to see a huge blaze 
d) many others are put out by the fire brigades within a few hours 

 
7.  Caught between two options, ___________. 

a) she decided easily in favour of remaining single 
b) she didn’t know whether to stay there or look for another job 
c) she chose the fourth alternative 
d) her life was made easier for her 

 
8. ___________ when we finally arrived, we felt it had all been worthwhile.  

a) Since we'd had a pleasant flight with excellent food and drink 
b) Although the journey to southern Portugal was long and exhausting 
c) While I usually can't stand waiting in the arrivals hall 
d) Even after I'm told it takes more than twenty hours to get to Sydney 
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9.  Unlike the French, who tend to adopt grandiose public projects with 
enthusiasm, the British ___________. 
a) are well-intentioned people 
b) are very keen on following public laws closely 
c) take a long time to accept any new idea, large or small 
d) established the public welfare system first in Europe  

 
10.  If we sincerely believe in bringing about a lasting change in society, we ________. 

a) must courageously criticize others, no matter who or what they are 
b) mustn’t write our ideas in reputable journals 
c) will have to change our career 
d) must first change ourselves  

  
11.  Organically grown food certainly has a lot of merits. However, _____________. 

a) this latest fad is catching on 
b) people are getting used to looking especially for this type of produce 
c) certain food companies are overselling this virtue 
d) organically grown Colombian coffee is my favorite  

 
12. ___________ no matter how great the provocation. 

a) She has the worst moods of anyone I know 
b) You should really have told her exactly what you thought 
c) I really wonder how he manages to keep his temper 
d) His altitude lo us never ceases to me 

 
13. ___________ which does not live anywhere in the United States and tends to 

grow much bigger. 
a) Florida is well known for its alligator, a reptile often confused with the crocodile 
b) Though the 100-metre-tall California redwood tree is the world's largest living thing 
c) The Tyrannosaurus Rex, though huge, was much smaller than the Brontosaurus 
d)  The mountain lions of Arizona and Mexico are distant cousins of India's Bengal 

tigers 
 
14.  Although there was no one at the party that I knew, ___________. 

a) I would, obviously, not enjoy myself at all 
b) some of them were acquaintances from town 
c) I still had a really good time 
d) a lot of people from work were there 

 
15.  Having not eaten or drunk anything for three days, ___________. 

a) the travellers were relieved to see camp fires in the distance 
b) the cooks prepared a really fantastic meal for the climbers 
c) there was not even a drop of water in their flasks 
d) her diet was very strict as she wanted to fit into her new dress quickly 
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